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A Road is Made 2000 this is a study of the activities ideas and internal life of the chinese communist party in shanghai
during its formative period it investigates the party s relations to the city s students and teachers women entrepreneurs
secret societies and its workers and examines the efforts to transform the ccp into a leninist party exploring relations
between intellectuals and workers men and women chinese and russians within the party the book culminates in a detailed
analysis of the three armed uprisings which led to the ccp s briefly taking power in march 1927 before being crushed by
troops loyal to chiang kai shek the study highlights the extent to which the soviet union sought to manipulate china s
national revolution yet also reveals how divisions at every level of the comintern allowed the ccp to achieve a degree of
independence and to conduct policy at considerable variance with that laid down by moscow
Translations on International Communist Developments 1963 first published in 1999 alice middleton boring was a
remarkable woman who lived and worked in remarkable times this feisty head strong scientist spent her life teaching biology
in china during some of the most tumultuous times in the country s history alice found herself continually distracted from
science by civil war revolution the japanese occupation world war ii involving her internment and repatriation and the
upheaval which resulted in the creation of a new socialist society nevertheless throughout the turmoil she continued to
publish scientific papers in spite of her experiences she remained deeply influenced by her time in china long after her
return to the united states loyalty to the chinese and an almost evangelical appreciation of her adopted culture permeated
the rest of her personal and professional life
Communist Power in Europe, 1944-49 2016-01-03 communist crimes did not give way to nazi atrocities and their scale
was much greater above all however political considerations determined that the communists did not live up to their
nuremberg in addition the prosecution of communist crimes involves a number of legal difficulties both of a material and
procedural nature the authors of this study hope that they have succeeded in signaling these difficulties and at the same
time inspire further research that is necessary and urgent given the advanced age and criminals and victims who are still
waiting for justice
A Dame Full of Vim and Vigour 2013-12-19 seminal essays written by baudrillard for a journal devoted to a radical leftist
critique of architecture urbanism and everyday life the utopie group was born in 1966 at henri lefebvre s house in the
pyrenees the eponymous journal edited by hubert tonka brought together sociologists jean baudrillard rené lourau and
catherine cot architects jean aubert jean paul jungmann antoine stinco and landscape architect isabelle auricoste over the
next decade both in theory and in practice the group articulated a radical ultra leftist critique of architecture urbanism and
everyday life utopia deferred collects all of the essays jean baudrillard published in utopie as well as recent interviews with
jean baudrillard and hubert tonka utopie served as a workshop for baudrillard s thought many of the essays he first
published in utopie were seminal for some of his most shockingly original books for a critique of the political economy of the
sign the mirror of production simulations symbolic exchange and death and in the shadow of the silent majorities but utopie
was also a topical journal and a political one the topics of these essays are often torn from the headlines of the tumultuous
decade following the uprisings of may 1968
Special Report of the Select Committee on Communist Aggression 1954 in the decade after 1945 as the cold war freeze set
in a new europe slowly began to emerge from the ruins of the second world war based on a broad rejection of the fascist
past that had so scarred the continent s recent history in the east this new consensus was enforced by soviet imposed
communist regimes in the west the process was less coercive amounting more to a consensus of silence on both sides much
was deliberately forgotten or obscured the years which followed were in many ways golden years for western europe
democracy became embedded in germany and eventually triumphed over dictatorship in spain portugal and greece britain
and france faced up to the necessity of decolonization the european economic community was founded and went from
strength to strength as the economies of western europe bounced back from the devastation of the war the countries of the
east lagged far behind and seemed caught in a perpetual game of catch up but even there conditions had improved since
the end of the war albeit at a much slower rate above all throughout this period the european world continued to be
sustained by the broad anti fascist consensus that had emerged in the years after 1945 however as dan stone shows in this
new history of the continent since the war this fundamental consensus began to break down in the wake of the oil shocks of
the 1970s a process which has rapidly accelerated since the end of the cold war globalization deregulation and the erosion
of social democratic welfare capitalism in the west and the collapse of the purported communist alternative in the east have
all fatally undermined the post war anti fascist value system that predominated across europe in the first four decades after
the end of the second world war ominously this has been accompanied by a rise in right wing populism and a widespread
revision of the anti fascist narrative on which this value system was based the danger of this shift is now evident financial
and social crisis an increasing inability on the part of european populations to resist historical myth making and the re
emergence of fascist ideas the result as dan stone warns is socially divisive politically dangerous and a genuine threat to the
future of a civilized europe
The Northern California District of the Communist Party, Structure - Objectives - Leadership 1960 the collaborative effort of
scholars from russia and the united states this book reevaluates the history of postwar eastern europe from 1944 to 1949
incorporating information gleaned from newly opened archives in eastern europe for nearly five decades the countries of
yugoslavia poland albania bulgaria romania hungary czechoslovakia and the soviet zone of germany were forced to live
behind the iron curtain though their experiences under communism differed in sometimes fundamental ways and lasted no
longer than a single generation these nations were characterized by systematic assaults on individual rights and social
institutions that profoundly shaped the character of eastern europe today the emergence of the former people s
democracies from behind the iron curtain has been a wrenching process but as this book demonstrates the beginning of the
communist era was equally as traumatic as its end with the opening of the archives in russia and eastern europe the
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contributors have been able to get a much firmer grasp on soviet policies in the region and on east european responses and
initiatives which in turn has yielded more satisfying answers to vexing questions about soviet intentions in the region and
the origins of the cold war exploring these events from a new better informed perspective the contributors have made a
valuable contribution to the historiography of postwar europe
The Communist Crimes 2006-08-25 this collection of documents covers the rise to power of the chinese communist
movement they show how the chinese communist party interpreted the revolution how it devised policies to meet changing
circumstances and how these policies were communicated to party members and public
Utopia Deferred 2013-01-23 why did the chinese communist party ccp not follow the failure of the communist regimes in
eastern europe and the soviet union this book examines this question by studying two crucial strategies that the ccp feels it
needs to implement in order to remain in power ideological reform and the institutionalization of leadership succession
Goodbye to All That? 2018-02-07 since the collapse of communism in eastern europe in the early 1990s communist parties
are widely regarded as passe or irrelevant but these parties still exist act and sometimes thrive in various corners of the
world this comprehensive history describes how the south african communist party has not only survived but flourished in a
harsh political environment formed in 1921 as an umbrella organization of leftist groups the sacp for decades fought against
the racist apartheid regime ascending to power in 1994 with its senior alliance partner the african national congress
approaching its centennial the sacp now faces possibly its greatest challenge working towards a socialist future for south
africa while governing a diverse and complex capitalist country
The Establishment Of Communist Regimes In Eastern Europe, 1944-1949 2016-09-16 this book explains how today s
insurance industry developed and highlights the role of the reinsurance industry in spreading risks globally the book
examines the development of insurance markets and of the reinsurance industry in particular and the history of swiss re one
of the leading reinsurance companies in the world
The Rise to Power of the Chinese Communist Party 2015-10-22 by 1939 mao zedong was a leader in the chinese communist
party through his political acumen his organizing energy and his executive ability at the same time his abilities to shift
register to maintain a sense of the whole and also of the particular and to absorb seemingly contradictory realities in the
social political and military arenas he
The Chinese Communist Party's Capacity to Rule 2015-12-28 based on extensive original research including interviews
with key participants this book investigates the sudden and unforeseen collapse of communist power in poland in 1989 it
sets out the sequence of events and examines the strategies of the various political groupings prior to the partially free
election of june 1989 this volume argues that the specific negotiating strategies adopted by the communist party
representatives in the round table discussions before the elections was a key factor in communism s collapse the book
shows that on many occasions pzpr decision makers ignored expert advice and many round table bargains went against the
party s best interests using in depth interviews with major party players including general jaruzelski general kiszczak and
mieczyslaw rakowski as well as solidarity advisors such as adam michnik the text provides a unique source of first hand
accounts of poland s revolutionary drama
The South African Communist Party 1954 like his national book award winning united states gore vidal s scintillating ninth
collection the last empire affirms his reputation as our most provocative critic and observer of the modern american scene in
the essays collected here vidal brings his keen intellect experience and razor edged wit to bear on an astonishing range of
subjects from his celebrated profiles of clare boothe luce and charles lindbergh and his controversial essay about the bill of
rights which sparked an extended correspondence with convicted oklahoma city bomber timothy mcveigh to his provocative
analyses of literary icons such as john updike and mark twain and his trenchant observations about terrorism civil liberties
the cia al gore tony blair and the clintons vidal weaves a rich tapestry of personal anecdote critical insight and historical
detail written between the first presidential campaign of bill clinton and the electoral crisis of 2000 the last empire is a
sweeping coda to the last century s conflicted vision of the american dream
Know Your Communist Enemy 2013-12 what has become of the communist parties that once held monopoly power in the
east bloc a decade ago it was assumed that they would dissolve but many of them have enjoyed electoral success this book
systematically examines how they have evolved in the opening section herbert kitschet and ivan szelenyi respectively
consider post communist party strategies and social democratic prospects in the transitional societies part ii presents nine
case studies of the major communist and communist successor parties of the region and part iii is devoted to seven
comparative studies appendices provide comparable electoral and party membership data
Know Your Communist Enemy 2018-10-24 we have once again decided to publish in our series a source text for the study of
communist ideology this synopsis of principles of marxism leninism 1 published at the end of 1959 and widely distributed in
the soviet union appears as a sequel to that of the principles of marxist philosphy which i published in 1959 as the dogmatic
principles of soviet philosphy this book is a corporate work done by some forty soviet philosophers sociologists economists
party theoreticians and propa gandists under the direction ofo v kuusinen member of the praesidium of the communist party
of the soviet union except for a few clarifications we have restricted ourselves to pre senting the most important parts of the
original text in an original translation which provides the material in an authentic and handy 2 form for our institute s
courses in sovietology in comparison to the other parts the philosophical portions sections 1 and 2 have been held to a
minimum since they repeat for the most part material which is already available in the synopsis of the principles of marxist
philosophy i wish to thank the rockefeller foundation for their support which has made possible the research of our institute
as well as the preparation of the present work j m bochenski 1 the original russian title is osnovy marksizma leninizma
ueebnoe posobie text book gosudarstvennoe izdatel stvo politieeskoj literatury state publishing house for political literature
moskva 1959 774 pages 300 000 copies
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The Value of Risk 2006-03-23 political parties in post communist eastern europe is the first textbook to survey the course
of party developments in eastern europe as a whole in the post communist period this book relates the specifics of the post
communist situation to the broader picture of the early stages of party development in western europe and also to
contemporary models of party organisation in established democracies the book includes a brief historical introduction to
the context of post communist change the process of competitive party formation and democratic elections the
development of independent parties their ideologies and electoral volatility the structure and level of organisation developed
by new parties an analysis of stable party systems which have emerged in eastern europe and the contribution they make to
emerging democracies in the region party politics in post communist eastern europe will be a comprehensive and invaluable
resource accessible to undergraduates of politics and european studies as well as the non specialist reader
Mao's Road to Power 1984 we may take it as the rule comrade stalin says that as long as the bolsheviks maintain
connection with the broad masses of the people they will be invincible and on the contrary as soon as the bolsheviks sever
themselves from the masses and lose their connection with them as soon as they become covered with bureaucratic rust
they will lose all their strength and become a mere cipher
The Collapse of Communist Power in Poland 1930 this book examines the emergence of communist power in china
during the interwar period focusing especially on the role of the soviet union and the 1927 nanchang uprising it describes
the history behind the alliance between the chinese communists and nationalists the impact of the ussr s military and
political advisers and the success of the northern expedition that resulted in the april 1927 purge of the communists from
the nationalist party it explores the debates between leading communists in moscow notably stalin who thought that china
was ready in 1927 for an urban based communist revolution similar to what had happened in russia ten years before and
trotsky who opposed it it goes on examine the seizure of power in nanchang by the communists the establishment of china s
first short lived soviet republic and the reasons why the soviet soon collapsed it explains the consequences of the rising
including the adoption by the communists of guerilla warfare the foundation of china s second soviet and after moving to
northwest china during the 1930s the rise of communist power throughout all of mainland china which culminated in the
establishment of the people s republic of china in 1949 the book stresses the importance of the mythology that evolved
around the nanchang uprising since criticism of the nanchang uprising would open themselves up to accusations that they
were trotskyites the chinese communists created the myth that the nanchang uprising was a success and later dated the
origins of the people s liberation army to this event
The French Communist Party 2002-08-13 a report on the activities of the komintern in the isthmus in a crucial period of time
cerdas cruz discusses the debates reports and resolutions adopted by that organization on such issues as the revolution and
its character and the party and its nature
Investigation of Communist Propaganda 2020-07-24 as well as promoting debates about liberal democracy the dramatic
events of 1989 also bought forth a powerful revival in the interest of the notion of civil society this revival was reflected
mainly in two broad tracts of literature the first was primarily focused on the events surrounding the solidarity movement in
poland and the tumultuous events of 1980 81 the second was concerned with the velvet revolutions more broadly following
the events of 1989 there appeared a number of works sharing the common central argument that civil society played a key
role in the overthrow of these communist regimes in 1989
The Last Empire 2012-12-06 fraser m ottanelli examines the history of the communist party of the united states cpusa from
the stock market crash to the reconstitution of the party in 1945 he explains the appeal of the cpusa and its emergence as
the foremost vehicle of left wing radicalism during these years most studies of the cpusa have focused on either the grass
roots activities of the party s members or the party s relations with the communist international in moscow for the first time
ottanelli explores in depth the subtle and intricate interaction between these two levels during the 30s and 40s the policies
of the cpusa were influenced as much by the party s involvement in national social and labor struggles as they were by
moscow party leaders attempted to set policy that would be relevant to american society ottanelli looks at the party s
domestic policies and activities concerning labor race youth the unemployed as well as the party s changing attitude toward
fdr and the new deal its policies in foreign affairs and war time activities for most of the period under study communists
increased in strength influence relative acceptance and their ability to make significant contributions to labor and social
struggles ottanelli attributes these accomplishments to the party s search for policies language and organizational forms
that would adapt radicalism to the unique political social and cultural environment of the united states
The Communist Successor Parties of Central and Eastern Europe 2002-01-04 the proceedings and resolutions from
three enlarged plenums of the executive committee of the communist international comintern in 1922 23 valuable for
understanding the world revolutionary movement in lenin s time as well as the subsequent evolution of the comintern
Short Handbook of Communist Ideology 2016-03-03 exam board aqa level as a level subject history first teaching september
2015 first exam june 2016 aqa approved enhance and expand your students knowledge and understanding of their aqa
breadth study through expert narrative progressive skills development and bespoke essays from leading historians on key
debates builds students understanding of the events and issues of the period with authoritative well researched narrative
that covers the specification content introduces the key concepts of change continuity cause and consequence encouraging
students to make comparisons across time as they advance through the course improves students skills in tackling
interpretation questions and essay writing by providing clear guidance and practice activities boosts students interpretative
skills and interest in history through extended reading opportunities consisting of specially commissioned essays from
practising historians on relevant debates cements understanding of the broad issues underpinning the period with overviews
of the key questions end of chapter summaries and diagrams that double up as handy revision aids
Political Parties in Post-Communist Eastern Europe 2009-01-30 first published in 2004 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis
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